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“THE CARBON NEUTRAL CITY NEUSIEDL AM SEE in 2050”
A CASE STUDY ON CARBON NEUTRAL Architecture & Spatial planning
by Kremena Dyakova
There is no doubt that environmental issues substantially influence our cities, culture and society. This
effectively impacts on the planning process as well. “Virtually every city and country […] will, sooner or
later, need to plan for its sustainable future or its very economic, environmental, and social survival.” 1 The
fact of the matter is, Architecture and Planning have an undeniable say in how social and economic
landscapes be changed in order to satisfy the needs of people for a high quality of life. Lessening the
ecological impacts of growth in the cities is at present a must for cultivating successful development
models, or livable communities for that matter.
My own professional interest and experience with that subject is best reflected by the diploma project I
prepared toward graduation in the Urban planning department at UACEG 2. “Lifestyle and Urban planning”
examines the possibilities for a small urban settlement to be developed in accordance with both locally
and globally sustainable objectives.
The word goes of Sibbesborg area - situated approximately 30 kilometers east of the center of Helsinki.
The project area encompasses 2 000 ha with a population of 3 000 inhabitants and less than 1000 jobs
established by the year 2010. An open international planning competition for sustainable community
development was organized in 2011 by Sipoo Municipality.3 The purpose of the competition was to enable
the development of the Sibbesborg area and help it respond to the needs of the growing metropolitan
region (fig.1|fig.2|fig.3).
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As a consequence, my project suggest a personal interpretation to the competitions objectives and gives
solutions based on a “human-centered” method of planning.4 The process itself moves from concrete
observations about Sibbesborg and its residents, to abstract thinking as one identifies themes and
opportunities, and then back to the concrete with solutions (fig.4).
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Building as well on the model suggested by Helsinki Design Lab in its 2010 Ageing Studio, 5 a horizontal set
of five lifestyle-improving factors was set up, i.e. self-actualization, belonging, health, environment and
income. Four themes uncovered the potential to address at least three of the factors that will help
improve the living standards in the key areas that the project focuses on – mobility, local food economy,
leisure and dwelling patterns. Within each of those four themes (key topics) development possibilities are
being investigated on several levels, starting with the people one designs for, moving on to local
community level and arriving at the municipal level (fig.5). The four key topics are then integrated into a
joint spatial strategy. In a way, it is a “lifestyle-factor” master plan for Sibbesborg (fig.6a|fig.6b).
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The following is to address the third phase of this “human-centered” method adopted, namely the
distribution of solutions along the key topics.
1. MOBILITY STYLES
A good starting point for creating the transport layout was the municipal vision for Sibbesborg as an
eastward extension to the regional and community structure of Helsinki metropolitan area. That alone
has the essence of “global” attached to it and suggest the constitution of a functional transport chain,
providing multiple active connections and accessibility as well (fig.7a). A traffic system based on the
existing main transport route, the Porvoonväylä motorway, and the rail connection to Helsinki is
suggested. An extension of the railway in the form of a commuter train line westwards to Porvoo and new
metro line terminating eastwards in Majvik would service a maximum population of 35,000. 6 With an
estimated overall 30 minutes commuter travel time to Helsinki and 25 minutes to Porvoo, this would
enable the ribbon development the Finnish capital is going for.
It is, however, suggested that transport planning is also used to create the prerequisites for local livelihood
of Sibbesborg. Focus on rail transport will on one hand reduce traffic emissions. The pattern of accessibility
in the whole metropolitan region, though, is predetermined by the daily private-car commutes which
leads to a weighty carbon footprint. Essential objective of the project was to ensure that the energy
demand of the transport system is met by carbon neutral or low-carbon supply. Preserving at maximum
the established lifestyle of local residents was a must as well. For this reason wide-scale adoption of
electric cars in Sibbesborg is to be promoted 7 and on a master plan level a recharge-stations positioning
scheme was included. Parking facilities in the central area are provided, with a prioritization of electric
over fossil-fuel vehicles. This clean energy “protocol” is to be transferred to private boats as well.
Dimensions and density of the project area are such that public transport is a viable option. Two newly
proposed bus routes connect the sub-centers to the city center and its train station (fig.7c). In order to
arrive at a traffic system based on human needs, pedestrian and cycle traffic are also encouraged. The
spatial concept of the urban structure is based on walking and cycling distances, thus allowing the support
of local services. What is more, continuous network of foot and bicycle paths and recreational routes is
designed to connect with the national cycling route passing through Sibbesborg (fig.7b).
Another good point for defining key infrastructure was its role in the food system. The transportation
network is fit to connect the manufacturing plant, storage facilities and grocery retail units. Walking paths
to and from stores were also taken into consideration. This approach was basically tailored to fit the needs
of the area in terms of specific topography and scope of the sites.
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2. SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEM
According to Lynn Peemoeller, only few people realize that eating is, in fact, an environmental act. “Every
choice we make as consumers has an effect on the food system. If we want to continue to feed ourselves,
and the world, we have no choice but to try to […] figure out what we can do to put our food system on a
path toward sustainability. This is true for individuals and planners alike.” 8
That being said, the second key topic deals with Local economy and Food-related infrastructure both on
regional and local scale. There is a clear distinction between urban and rural areas in Sipoo (fig.8b).
Strategic land use objective 9 is to spare areas of agriculture outside the urban fabric as agriculture itself
is a major driving force for the economic development of the municipality (fig.8a). The project proposes
that a Strategy be developed to lead Sipoo towards more sustainable patterns of food production and
consumption. That is to generally improve nutrition and health for local residents. Further strategic
intervention is the establishment of an Urban Fruit and Vegetables network in Sipoo with a number of
different partners: private residences, schools and community-based organizations. Additional objective
is to make use of the opportunities for on-site marketing and “place-branded” direct marketing for the
locally grown production. It is, therefore, proposed that a weekly fresh-product-delivery service be set up,
as well as a smartphone app developed, enabling residents to remotely request delivery to their homes.
Moving forward to the spatial perspective of the master plan – construction of additional storage facilities
and office spaces to the existing food manufacturing plant is being suggested. A target for the project was
to enable private farmers to grow for profit not just outside but within city limits too (fig.11), and residents
to grow in their backyards. This is why community gardens were vital part of the spatial concept for the
built environment as well (fig.8c|fig.8d).

3. LEISURE AMID NATURE
Project’s intention was to make Nature a distinct element of the urban fabric, thus setting the condition
that largely undeveloped or wild land surrounding or neighboring the urban area remains retained and its
recreational use promoted (fig.9a). With reference to that the spatial strategy of the project envisions
concentration of commercial and public services in immediate vicinity of the existing city center.
The coast is then used as the first attraction factor and a secondary center with a network of additional
smaller nodes is developed on both sides of the gulf. The newly proposed marina in the river valley enables
dynamic contact with the archipelago. It also serves as a conjoining point for the cycling routes and
shoreline pathways suggested and from there on directs leisure service flow to the many smaller marinas
and public beaches along the coastline (fig.9b).
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Sibbesborg is also at the edge of both woodland and urban landscape, with the Sipoonkorpi National park
located within municipal boundaries. Both contrasting elements are intertwined into a town structure
where forested areas alternate with built-up areas, leaving a green overall impression. The Forest is seen
as a second attraction factor with the possibility for the network of parks to function as everyday
recreational environment, offering opportunities for sports, playgrounds, meeting places and outdoor
lounge. Wide range of locally traditional recreational activities are available for all age groups, e.g.
horseback riding, mushroom collecting and hiking. A connection between the recreational trail network
and the network of foot, pedestrian and bicycle paths is also being suggested.
It is proposed that a total of 140 ha rural fields be categorized as public land with mandate for agriculture
(fig.8b), thus allowing both working agriculture and public parkland amenity to be included inside city
limits. The new agricultural park is the third attraction point. It accommodates multiple uses that include
small farms, public areas and natural habitat. Attention was paid to curation of cultural and historical
artifacts too. Exhibiting the historical village located within the park boundaries, i.e. the Sibbesborg fort,
is considered a priority. The new marina and the Amusement & Sport zone are located within park
boundaries as well. Yet again the park itself is intended to serve as a major community linkage (fig.9c).

4. A DIFFERENT WAY OF DWELLING
As a smooth transformation from natural landscape to social landscape was envisioned (fig.10a), renewal
of the existing community was more appreciated than pure urban expansion. The newly proposed
residential, public and commercial developments create diversity, and in the same time increase in
moderation the overall population and building density of the area 10 (fig.10b). The newcomers are
provided the opportunity to live close to the existing city center area. That way an increase of interaction
between new and old participants in the community is possible.
From architectural point of view, the design strives to be a showcase of living with nature. Going for a
“Low-Carbon” built environment, developments are compact in form and comprise of pedestrian scaled
blocks and streets. Both mixed-use and residential buildings surround forest islands kept in sloping areas.
That adds specificity to the spatial quality of the place, providing direct connection to natural outdoor
environment for the majority of buildings (fig.10c). The terrain properties of the forest islands in question
also allow development of a rainwater harvest and reuse ring systems at multiple locations throughout
the area. Integration of the food system in the built environment is also taken into consideration. It is, for
example, possible for local crops to be grown in the private gardens provided (fig.8c|fig.8d|fig.10d).
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The spatial strategy suggest that public and mixed-use functions be located facing the street in order to
create a continuous and vibrant building typology for the streetscape. Mixture of different age groups is
encouraged, which reflects on the spatial arrangements of low-density apartment buildings and singlefamily housing (fig.10c). Such building typology provides a flexible combination between working and
living. Moreover, it enables residents to enjoy busy-working lifestyle amid the Finnish forest.
Within all four key areas of interest, it is attempted to conjoin, both logically and spatially, growth
strategies, land use regimes and strategic planning mechanisms. What is more, it is quality of life and the
single individual that are put in the focus of the decision making process. By doing so, the project
acknowledges the importance of “satisfying the needs of people for a high quality of life with concurrent
sustainable development”. But most of all, it aims to enable the transition to a much more socio-ecological
form of planning. Because promoting community development instead of unlimited growth, together
with the use of intelligent, green technologies, are to transform Sibbesborg into a low emission
“sustainable urban entity”.
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NOTES
1

Stephen Coyle, “Sustainable and resilient communities”, 2011, Introduction, p. xii
University of Architecture, Civil engineering and Geodesy, Sofia, Bulgaria | http://www.uacg.bg/
3
http://www.sipoo.fi/en/sibbesborg/competition
4
IDEO in cooperation with Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, “Human Centered Design Toolkit: An OpenSource Toolkit To Inspire New Solutions in the Developing World”, 2011, The HCD process, p.8-9
5
Helsinki Design Lab (HDL), Ageing Studio 2010, The network of actors related to ageing in the city of
Helsinki, http://www.helsinkidesignlab.org/dossiers/ageing
6
Based on estimations for the operational efficiency of the latest commuter rolling stock.
7
Car manufacturers from the region are soon to introduce electric vehicles to the markets.
o VALMET Automotive | http://www.valmet-automotive.com
o ELCAT Electric Vehicles |http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elcat Electric_Vehicles
o FORTUM, for example, has a charging concept for electric cars that provides charging services of electric
vehicles for companies and municipalities in Finland | http://www.fortum.com/en/sustainability/topicalthemes/solar-economy-web/electric%20car/pages/default.aspx
8
Lynn Peemoeller, “Sustainable and resilient communities”, 2011, Chapter 9: Food production, p. 207
9
Helsinki – Porvoo Framework plan, 2009, Harmonizing the community structure
10
Population density increase by 22 000 inhabitants. Suggestions in that direction are based on efficiency
calculations for land reserve capacity by the Municipality of Sipoo.
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